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The Cenocco Beauty CC-9065 Blackhead remover is a vacuum pressure acne pore cleaner that is non-invasive and easy to
use. It has 4 kinds of probes that will cater to optimum level of efficiency and effectiveness in cleaning and removing dirt.
The Mirco crystal probe can be used if there so no skin damage and suitable for exfoliation.  The Big round hole sucker
probe can amplify suction effect and mainly use for blackhead, dust, grease and other cosmetic residues. However please be
advised to use this once a week and with a duration of 5 minutes. The small round hole probe has a weak suction effect and
plainly can be used for absorbing grease dust and another cosmetic residue. The Elliptical hole probe is designed for daily
skin care and has a proven fact that it can remove and minimize wrinkles just by plainly massaging your face every day. Live



life with such beautiful skin and experience the magic of the Cenocco CC-9065. 

 

 

 

 

Features: 

Professional Electric Blackhead Vacuum Remover  Non-invasive and easy to use. 4 head probe that provides different
features. Younger, smoother skin all over Lightweight, portable and safe to use Rechargeable and easy to carry Multi-
Suction mode for selection LED display & long standby time Exfoliate dead skin, and treatment for the sagging skin and
wrinkle Skin rejuvenation and control melanin formation make your skin healthy. A fashionable and useful gift for your
family and friends.

 

 

 

Specifications:

Color: Pink Materials: ABS and hypoallergenic rubber Product Dimension:  Power Source: Net Weight:  Gross Weight: 
Carton size: 

??

 

 

4 Probes to solve up different skin problems: 

Big circular Probe(thick): Strongest suction to remove stubborn blackhead Big circular Probe(thin): Stronger suction to
remove blackhead and acne Small circular Probe: Smaller suction to clean pores Oval probe: Smaller suction to clean the
corner of the nose

??

 

Box Contains: 

1x Blackhead remover Unit 4x Suction Nozzle Probe 1x Product Manual 1x USB cable

??



EAN : 0634158805318

Weight : 0.30 Kg

Volume : 0.00211 m3

(L x l x H) : 22.00 cm x 16.00 cm x 6.00 cm

Box 60  units

Pallet 480  (Units)

Box dimensions 65x46x47
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